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                                                                       Warning

Climbing is a sport that can be inherently dangerous and cause severe injury or death.  This book is not 
meant for instructional purposes.  Instruction should be sought out by a seasoned professional.  It is the 
reader’s responsibility to attain qualified instruction before climbing.  This book is not a substitution for 
instruction or experience.  Attempt routes and boulder problems at you own risk.  This book, the author, 
and or the publisher are not responsible for any injury or fatality while climbing at any of the areas 
within this book or anywhere else.  The author and publisher are also not responsible for routes being 
harder than graded or protection being in any way different than the grade in this book.  The reader 
needs to know that protection and grades may vary greatly from what is written in this book.  Cliffs and 
boulders are in a state that regularly changes.  Cliffs can become more hazardous after the printing of 
this book and can become visibly different.  This book also holds no responsibility for its directions.  It 
is easy to become lost in the woods coming to or going from a cliff or bouldering area. The author and 
publisher are not responsible for incorrect or wrong directions.  The author and publisher are also not 
responsible for incorrect route information or incorrect route data.  Rout-finding is your own responsibil-
ity.  Getting off route can be dangerous and deadly.  The author and publisher hold no responsibility to 
landowners.  This book is made for reference only.  The author and publisher are not liable for anyone 
trespassing on private or public property or any injuries that are sustained on private or public lands.  
Permissions may change on lands both public and private and may differ after the printing of this 
book.  Fixed protection on routes should always be looked at with skepticism.  Bolts, pitons, and fixed 
hardware are left in elements all year and can become corroded or dangerous.  Use good judgment 
and test all equipment. Landings below boulder problems can also be hazardous and ridden with obsta-
cles.  Use crash pads and be aware of your surroundings.  Grades on climbs may vary from climber to 
climber and can seem more difficult to individual climbers.  Be aware that climbs can be unsafe if the 
grade seems or is harder than graded in this book.  This book makes no guarantees
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A complete guide to area 51
Located near Mount Hoods east side. Area 51 is home to some 
of the best sport climbing in Northwest Oregon and the Pacific 
Northwest. 
This guidebook is an extra section we could not fit into the new 
color guidebook Climb Portland, Mt Hood and The Gorge.

Visit www.nextascent.org for more app guides and print guides to 
the Pacific Northwest and around the U.S.
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Next Ascent was the first guidebook app platform for Portland and most of the 
US. We want to thank you for supporting us as the only local guidebook app 
platform. As a way to say thanks we are including areas like this as an expansion 
to the print guide. Thanks so much and here is the section for free. 

You can support us and our guidebooks by visiting www.nextascent.org and 
purchasing one of our Portland print guidebooks or guidebook apps.

You can get a free Rocky Butte app on our site. Simply download the Next 
Ascent app in the iTunes or Google Play Store and follow the instructions from 
the link below to get a license to download the Rocky Butte app guide.

Thanks so much
Rob Holzman

Area 51 Guidebook App

DOWNLOAD A FREE ROCKY 
BUTTE APP          

www.nextascent.org/app-opt

Copyright © 2018 
Published by Next Ascent Guidebooks.
Author: Rob Holzman

Excerpt from Rock Climbing Portland, Mt Hood, and the Columbia Gorge

ISBN: 978-1-7323759-0-1

No part or parts of this book may be reproduced,  in any form, unless written consent of the 
author or publisher is given. 

Next Ascent Guidebooks
Next Ascent Guidebooks are innovative, new guidebooks that focus on quality print and 
mobile Guidebook App formats. We are looking to expand our rock climbing and boul-
dering guidebook series. For more information visit our website at www.nextascent.org or 
e-mail us at nextascentguides@gmail.com.

© 2018 Next Ascent Guidebooks, Portland, Oregon

No parts of this guidebook may be reproduced without written consent.

To order additional copies of this book or to purchase E-books or our iPhone App Guide-
books visit us Online at www.nextascent.org
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              AREA 51
 PORTLAND EXPANSION GUIDE

 

                                                 Area 51

   
Beta

Number of climbs: 50+
Crag Location: Near Du-
fur, OR
Type: Trad Sport and 
Mixed

Overview

A gorgeous climbing area that is located on the 
far east side of Mt Hood. This area is a short 
drive from Bulo Point making it easy to cou-
ple this crag and TLC crag into one weekend 
adventure.

Directions
From Hood River, OR, drive south on Highway 
35, then turn east on FS 44. Drive FS 44 for 
almost 9 miles. Then turn south which is also 
right onto FS 4420. Take FS 4420 south, pass-
ing the Bulo Point turn (The turn to go to Bulo 
Point crag). Continue on FS 4420 to a 3-way 
crossroad and turn right onto FS 2730 and go 
past Fifteen-Mile Campground. The road goes 
dowlhill and to a cattleguard. From this go 1/2 
mile to a big pull-off and the Ponderosa Point 
crag is below the south side of the road and 
parking spot. Look for the appraoch trail and in 
10 minutes you will arrive at the crags east end.  
The trail starts at the extreme east end of the 
parking.
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Twilight Zone

The first area encountered from the 
west-most entrance on the far end of 
the crag. It holds some area classics 
and some fun climbs. Some classics 
include Dreamland 5.10b, Men in 
Black 5.10b, and Shape Shifter, 5.11a. 
Routes are easy to locate and go in 
order from left to right at this part of the 
crag.
 1. Young Jedi 5.10a
Sport
Climb past 3 bolts at the farthest west 
end of the crag. Begin at a crack left of 
Dreamland and head up past bolts and 
hit the anchor.
 2. Dreamland 5.20b
Sport
Climb 8 bolts right of Young Jedi.
 3. War of the Worlds 5.11a
Sport
Climb low-angle terrain down low and 
follow 7 bolts to somewhat steep rock 
up near the summit.
 4. Men in Black 5.10b
Sport
Climb past 6 bolts to a low-angle top 
section that has some trickery.
 5. Crash Landing 5.12c
8 bolts and pro to 1.5 inch
The route steepens the higher you 
get and increases in difficulty as well. 
Follow bolts right of Men in Black.
 6. Earth First 5.11a
Sport
Sub named We Will Log the other 
Planets Later. Climb a face with pock-
ets right of Crash Landing. Follows 8 
bolts.
 7. Shape Shifter 5.11a
Sport
Get ready to stem. Climb past 6 bolts 
right of Earth First up a right-facing 
dihedral.

Twilight Zone

 8. Alien Lunacy 5.11b
Sport
Follow 6 bolts right of Shape Shifter. 
Stay left of the bolts of Luna for this 
variation of the regular Luna route and 
go back right near the top. Don't use 
the crack or the route is easier and 
off-route.
 9. Luna 5.10c
Sport
A cruxy section between the 3rd and 
4th bolt leaves this line an interesting 
5.10 near Alien Lunacy.
 10. Take Me To Your Leader 
5.10a
Gear to 2 inch
Left of a low roof on the ground is a 
disjointed arete. Climb this arete pass-
ing three bolts and mixed gear.

Twilight Zone 11. Cattle Mutilation 5.11a
Sport
Climb past 7 bolts right of a low roof on 
the ground.
 12. The Eagle Has Landed 5.10a
Sport
Climb to the Cattle Mutilation anchor 
via a crack that leans to the left.
 13. Erased Memory 5.10b
Bolts with augmented gear to 3 inch
5 bolts and pro to 1.5 inch

ET Crag

The area right of the leftmost part of 
the crag just right of the entrance area 
where the west trail comes in. It starts 
at ET. The last route from the previous 
area left of it is Erased Memory. Some 
area classics include Mars 5.10d, Crop 
Circles 5.12c, and u to this World 5.9+. 
The approach is easy and routes are 
well protected at this area.
 1. ET 5.9
Standard rack
You would think that by the names of 
the routes this name means Extra-Ter-
restrial but it stands for Extra Trad. 
Climb a crack from the summit of a 
boulder slightly left of Phone Home.
 2. Phone Home 5.12b
Sport
Climb the gorgeous, vibrant colored, 
reddish arete.
 3. Little Grey Men 5.11b
Sport
Climb the bolted route between Phone 
Home and Mars.
 4. Mars 5.10c
Sport
Ascend the right side of a large, open 
dihedral with a reddish hue.
 5. Crop Circles 5.12c
Sport
Just right of Mars is this powerhouse 
route.

ET Crag
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 6. Friend or Alien 5.11a
Trad rack with 8 bolts
Easier if tall. Climb bolts a bolt and 
some gear route 10 feet right of Crop 
Circles.
 7. The Trouble with Tribbles 
5.12a
8 bolts and gear to 2 inch
Named for one of the most popular 
Star Trek episodes. Climb a nice crack 
to bolts up higher.
 8. The Cover Up 5.12b
Sport
Right of Trouble climb up bolts and 
over a bulge.
 9. Out of this World 5.9+
Sport
8 feet right of Cover Up.

ET Crag

ET Crag

Rocketman Formation
Located just after the ET Crag, this 
area offers some tall, mega-classic 
climbs. The area has well-protected 
routes and enjoyable, clean climbing. 
Some classics include Cosmic Debris 
5.9, Rocketman 5.10d, It Taint Human 
5.8, and the test-piece Journey to the 
Sun 5.13a.
 1. Rocketman 5.10d
Sport
Right of Out of this World follow bolts 
up and right a bit to the summit anchor.
 2. (Discovery) aka Major Tom 
5.10d
Standard gear
Look for cracks right of Rocketman.
 3. Cosmic Debris 5.9
Sport
Clip bolts up a rounded feature left of 
First Contact.
 4. First Contact 5.10b
Sport
Climb the route left of UFO.
 5. UFO 5.10d
Sport
Use a crack and take 5 bolts up the 
tall feature right of First Contact to an 
anchor.
 6. Roswell 5.9+
5 bolts and pro to 2 inch
Start with a thin crack and then move 
into bolts that go up the middle of the 
pinnacle to an anchor up high.
 7. Uranus Has Rings 5.10-
4 bolts and pro to 2 inch
Climb the route 9 feet high of Roswell.
 8. It Taint Human 5.8
Sport
Almost 10 feet right of Uranus is the 
Taint, haha. Ascend the low-angle face 
to a corner and a crack with nice holds.

Rocketman Formation

Rocketman  Right 
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Solar Area

Solar Area 9. Journey to the Sun 5.13a
Sport
Climb out of the cave to a section of 
bolts.  Travel right of the bolts and the 
climb is a lot easier.
 10. Solar Flair 5.10b
6 bolts and 3-inch gear
Ascend the climb 14 feet right of Jour-
ney up a nice arete.
 11. Sunspot 5.10d
5 bolts and gear to 2 inch
Climb the face 12 feet right of the Solar 
Flair route.

The Enterprise

Located right after the Rocketman 
formation is this area. It is near the 
middle of the whole outcrop. The area 
is partially shaded and located in a 
very secluded setting, like most of Area 
51. Classics include Vulcan Mind Meld 
5.10b, Live Long and Prosper 5.11b, 
and Close Encounters 5.12a.
 1. Vulcan Mind Meld 5.10c
Sport
Follow 9 bolts up the short face left of 
To Boldly Bolt and continue up to the 
high pinnacle's arete above.  Watch for 
loose and brittle rock up high.
 2. To Boldly Bolt 5.10c
Sport
The complete name: To Boldly Bolt 
Where No Man Has Gone Before. Eas-
ier if tall, climb up to the tall pinnacle 
right of Vulcan.
 3. Live Long and Prosper 5.11b
7 bolts and Pro to 3 inch
Climb the crack right of To Boldly Bolt 
and where the crack splits into a Y 
shape about midway up go straight up 
the face.
 4. Captain Jim 5.10b/c
Climb Live Long and where the Y crack 
takes the Y split to the right and up to 
the anchor on top.

The Mothership

You can find this area just after The 
Enterprise crag. There are several 
well-protected and well-bolted climbs 
here. Classics include Close Encoun-
ters 5.12a, Black Ops 5.12a, and The 
Truth is out There 5.11d.

The Enterprise

The Mothership
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 1. Alien Autopsy 5.10c
7 bolts and gear to 2.5 inch
A fantastic route. Climb a face in a 
left-facing wall that blasts up to an 
anchor up high.
 2. Close Encounters 5.12a
Sport
12 bolts protect the route right of Alien 
Autopsy.
 3. Black Ops 5.12a
Bolts and gear to 2.5 inch
About 18 feet right of Close Encoun-
ters is a bolted line that can have the
bolts augmented by 2-inch gear.
 4. Open the Pod Bay Door HAL
5.10a
Gear to 3 inch
An excellent crack and corner route. 
Climb the right-slanting crack and 
corner.
 5. The Truth is out There 5.11d
Sport
Climb bolts right of Pod Bay Door.

The Mothership

 6. Death Star 5.12c
Sport
The well-bolted route right of the previ-
ous climb and left of Mothership.
 7. Mothership 5.11b
Sport
Clip 9 bolts right of Death Star. One of 
the best routes of its grade at this crag. 
Well bolted and excellent moves.
 8. Event Horizon 5.11d
Sport
This line of 9 bolts is located right of 
Mothership and offers another excel-
lent climb of its grade.

POD 1

POD 1 is a sub-group of three POD 
areas. This is the west most one of the 
three. This area is located closer to the 
east entrance trail.
 1. The Wormhole 5.9+
Mixed gear
This is the big crack right of the previ-
ous sport routes.
 2. Stargate 5.11a
Mixed gear to 2-inch and 7 bolts
Start on Wormhole and climb to an 
obvious ledge. Climb off the ledge to 
stout moves above with bolts. Merge 
back with Wormhole before the top.
 3. Lies and Deception 5.11c
7 bolts with gear
Climb the crack and follow bolts to a 
red colored face to an overhang with-
out using the holds on Denial Pedestal.
 4. Alien Observer 5.10b
6 bolts with gear to 2 inch
A classic route left of and across the 
alcove from Probe.
 5. Probe 5.10a
4 bolts with pro to 4 inch
Climb a big crack with large gear up 
the off-width section of the route to 
bolts above the off-width and an an-
chor at the top.
 6. Dilithium Crystals 5.11b
Sport
Climb over namesake crystals and 
hope they don't pop as you pinch up 
this area classic.

POD 2

POD 2 is a sub-group of three POD 
areas. This is located between POD 
2 and 3. This area is located closer to 
the east entrance trail.

POD 1

POD 1

 1. Alien Invasion 5.10c
10 feet right of Dilithium Crystals is a
nice dihedral. A tricky bottom leads to
a thin crack and a small ceiling then a
slab.  The route has a genuine mix of
finger crack, dihedral moves and slab
climbing.
 2. Abducted 5.10c
Sport
Climb a route between two cracks. The 
route is the chimney and merges with 
Taken.
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 3. Taken 5.11d
Sport
Clip 6 bolts  right of the chimney sec-
tion  of Abducted.
 4. Glue Me Up Scotty 5.11b
8 bolts and gear to 2 inch
Clip bolts left of We are Not Alone.

POD 3
POD 1 is a sub-group of three POD 
areas. This is the east-most one of the 
three. This area is located closer to the 
east entrance trail.
 1. We are Not Alone 5.10d
Sport
7 bolts go up right of Glue Me Up.
 2. The Borg 5.11a PG
3 bolts and mixed gear to 2 inch
Go up just right of We are not Alone.
 3. Lights Over Phoenix 5.12b
Sport
Clip 7 bolts left of Resistance.
 4. Resistance is Futile 5.11c
Sport
7 bolts can be clipped right of Lights 
Over Phoenix.
 5. Covert Research 5.12b
Sport
Climb a line of 7 bolts right of Resis-
tance between two obvious cracks.
 6. Groom Lake TR
TR
Climb a crack to thin moves up higher.
 7. Conspiracy Theory 5.12a
Sport
Climb the line of 9 bolts right of Groom 
Lake. near a corner and crack. The 
crack will take optional pro. Follow right 
and onto the arete after the 5th bolt.
 8. Conspiracy Lake 5.12c
Sport
Start on Conspiracy Theory and move 
left and follow the left bolt line after the 
5th bolt.

POD 2

POD 3

Outer Limits

This area is located just after you 
descend slightly coming down the 
east entrance trail to the crag from the 
parking lot.
 1. Dark Side of the Moon 5.11b
6 bolts and gear
This route is right of Conspiracy Theo-
ry an at the far right side of this part of 
the cliff.
 2. Ponderosa 5.10b
Sport
Behind a big Ponderosa tree you will 
find the route.
 3. Adam 5.10b
6 bolts lead up the leftmost route on 
the right end of the Ponderosa Point 
outcrop.
 4. Hoss 5.10b
Sport
The rightmost route on the cliff nearest 
to the trail that comes in and down to 
the outcrop. Look for 6 bolts and the 
rightmost of two routes.

POD 3

POD 3

Outer Limits




